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In this case we consider a statutory conflict regarding whether limitations bars Jeremy
Molinet’s health care liability claims against two doctors he sued after they had been designated as
responsible third parties pursuant to Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code section 33.004. See
TEX . CIV . PRAC. & REM . CODE § 33.004.1 Molinet joined the doctors as defendants within sixty days
after they were designated as responsible third parties but more than two years after they last treated
him. Section 33.004(e) provides that if a defendant designates a responsible third party the claimant
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Further references to provisions of the Civil Practices and Remedies Code will generally be by reference to
section and number.

may, within sixty days, join the designated party “even though such joinder would otherwise be
barred by limitations.” Id. However, section 74.251(a) provides a two-year limitations period for
health care liability claims that applies “[n]otwithstanding any other law,” and section 74.002(a)
provides that chapter 74 controls in the event its provisions conflict with other law. See id.
§§ 74.251(a), 74.002(a).
We hold that section 74.251(a) prevails and Molinet’s claims against the doctors are barred
by its two-year limitations period.
I. Background
On July 15, 2004, Jeremy Molinet injured his Achilles tendon. On July 18, 2004, Dr. John
Horan surgically repaired the tendon, after which Molinet re-injured it. Dr. Marque Allen performed
a second operation later that year. Dr. Patrick Kimbrell, a wound treatment specialist, treated
Molinet for several weeks beginning in early November 2004.
In September 2005, Molinet filed suit against several parties seeking damages related to his
injury and medical treatment. He sued Dr. Allen and various health care providers, but did not sue
either Dr. Horan or Dr. Kimbrell. In both May and September 2006, Molinet amended his pleadings
and added additional healthcare providers as defendants but still did not sue Dr. Horan or Dr.
Kimbrell. On August 1, 2007, more than two-and-a-half years after either Dr. Horan or Dr. Kimbrell
last treated Molinet, Dr. Allen moved to designate them as responsible third parties pursuant to
section 33.004(a). The trial court granted Dr. Allen’s motion on August 21, 2007. On August 24,
2007, Molinet amended his pleadings to join Drs. Horan and Kimbrell as defendants. See id.
§ 33.004(e). The doctors moved for summary judgment on the basis that Molinet’s claims against
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them were barred by the two-year statute of limitations in section 74.251(a).
The trial court denied the motion for summary judgment. Pursuant to agreement of the
parties, the court authorized an interlocutory appeal. See id. § 51.014(d) (permitting a trial court to
issue a written order for interlocutory appeal in a civil action if the parties agree to the order and
agree that the order involves a controlling question of law as to which there is a substantial ground
for difference of opinion and an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the
ultimate termination of the litigation).
The court of appeals reversed the trial court’s order and rendered judgment dismissing
Molinet’s claims against Drs. Horan and Kimbrell. 288 S.W.3d 464, 468. The court of appeals held
that section 74.251(a) contains an absolute two-year limitations period and trumps the contradictory
language in section 33.004(e). Id. at 467-68.
In this Court, Molinet argues that sections 74.251(a) and 33.004(e) do not truly conflict and
both can be given effect. Alternatively, he argues that even if the statutes conflict, the language of
section 33.004(e) controls and provides an exception to the two-year limitations period in section
74.251(a).
Drs. Horan and Kimbrell contest our jurisdiction to review the court of appeals’ judgment
because this is an interlocutory appeal. Alternatively, they urge that the court of appeals correctly
resolved the issue.
We conclude that we have jurisdiction to clarify the issue and that section 74.251(a) controls.
Thus, we affirm the court of appeals’ judgment.
II. Jurisdiction
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This Court has jurisdiction over interlocutory appeals if the justices of the court of appeals
disagree on a material question of law or if the court of appeals’ decision conflicts with a prior
decision of this Court or another court of appeals. TEX . GOV ’T CODE § 22.225(c); In re H.V., 252
S.W.3d 319, 324 (Tex. 2008). Decisions conflict “when there is inconsistency in the[] respective
decisions that should be clarified to remove unnecessary uncertainty in the law and unfairness to
litigants.” TEX . GOV ’T CODE § 22.225(e).
In Moreno v. Palomino-Hernandez, 269 S.W.3d 236 (Tex. App.—El Paso 2008, pet. denied),
the El Paso Court of Appeals considered a health care liability suit in which Dr. PalominoHernandez was designated as a responsible third party and then named as a defendant by the
plaintiffs. The underlying facts of the case are not entirely clear in the opinion, but Dr. PalominoHernandez had been named as a defendant and served with an expert report in a case filed in August
2003. Id. at 237-38. The plaintiffs nonsuited that case and in April 2005, filed the suit out of which
the appeal arose, apparently based on the same injuries as the 2003 suit. Id. at 238. They did not
name Dr. Palomino-Hernandez as a defendant. Id. The trial court entered a scheduling order in
January 2006 that stated the deadline for joining additional parties had passed. On January 30, 2006,
a defendant filed a motion for leave to designate Dr. Palomino-Hernandez as a responsible third
party, and the trial court granted the motion on February 22. Id. On March 21, the plaintiff filed an
amended petition naming Dr. Palamino-Hernandez as a defendant. Id. Dr. Palamino-Hernandez
filed a motion to dismiss, urging that the plaintiffs neither timely joined him nor timely served an
expert report. Id. The trial court granted the motion to dismiss. Id.
The court of appeals held that an expert report had been timely served. Id. at 242. It also
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held that the trial court abused its discretion by allowing the defendant to designate a responsible
third party and yet refusing to allow the plaintiffs’ timely joinder of that party pursuant to section
33.004(e). Id. at 243. Although the court of appeals did not directly address the relationship
between section 33.004(e) and section 74.251(a), it indicated that section 33.004(e) effectively
provided an unqualified sixty-day period for joinder of a responsible third party beginning with the
date the third party was designated. See id. at 243 & n.6.
The ostensible effect of Moreno and the court of appeals’ decision in this case are not in
accord regarding whether section 33.004(e) effectively establishes a new sixty-day window in which
a plaintiff can sue a defendant even if the limitations period in section 74.251(a) has run. We have
jurisdiction to clarify the issue “to remove unnecessary uncertainty in the law.” TEX . GOV ’T CODE
§ 22.225(e). We need not address Molinet’s argument that the concurrence in the court of appeals
was sufficient to give this Court jurisdiction.
III. Analysis
A. Standard of Review
We review issues of statutory construction de novo. City of San Antonio v. City of Boerne,
111 S.W.3d 22, 25 (Tex. 2003). Our primary objective in construing statutes is to give effect to the
Legislature’s intent. Galbraith Eng’g Consultants, Inc. v. Pochucha, 290 S.W.3d 863, 867 (Tex.
2009). The plain meaning of the text is the best expression of legislative intent unless a different
meaning is apparent from the context or the plain meaning leads to absurd or nonsensical results.
See City of Rockwall v. Hughes, 246 S.W.3d 621, 625-26 (Tex. 2008).
B. The Statutory Provisions
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Section 33.004(e) states:
If a person is designated under this section as a responsible third party, a claimant is
not barred by limitations from seeking to join that person, even though such joinder
would otherwise be barred by limitations, if the claimant seeks to join that person not
later than 60 days after that person is designated as a responsible third party.
TEX . CIV . PRAC. & REM . CODE § 33.004(e). However, section 74.251 provides:
(a) Notwithstanding any other law and subject to Subsection (b), no health care
liability claim may be commenced unless the action is filed within two years from the
occurrence of the breach or tort or from the date the medical or health care treatment
that is the subject of the claim or the hospitalization for which the claim is made is
completed . . . .
(b) A claimant must bring a health care liability claim not later than 10 years after the
date of the act or omission that gives rise to the claim. This subsection is intended
as a statute of repose so that all claims must be brought within 10 years or they are
time barred.
Id. § 74.251. Additionally, section 74.002(a) contains a general conflict-of-law provision that states
“[i]n the event of a conflict between [chapter 74] and another law, including a rule of procedure or
evidence or court rule, [chapter 74] controls to the extent of the conflict.” Id. § 74.002(a).
Molinet first argues that sections 74.251(a) and 33.004(e) do not conflict. He urges that
section 33.004(e) does not change the statute of limitations by either altering when the limitations
period begins to run or by tolling it for a certain period of time. Rather, he posits, section 33.004(e)
simply provides that the statute of limitations is not applicable to the joinder of a party when that
party has been designated as a responsible third party.
In support of this argument, Molinet cites Chilkewitz v. Hyson, 22 S.W.3d 825 (Tex. 1999).
In Chilkewitz, the plaintiff named “Morton Hyson, M.D.” as a defendant in a health care suit within
the limitations period. Id. at 827. After the limitations period had run, Hyson filed a motion for
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summary judgment alleging that he did not perform the surgery individually, but that it was
performed by his professional association, “Morton Hyson, M.D., P.A.” Id. Hyson then argued that
the “notwithstanding any other law” language in former Texas Revised Civil Statutes article 4590i,
section 10.01,2 the predecessor to section 74.251, precluded the operation of Texas Rule of Civil
Procedure 28, which provides that “any . . . individual doing business under an assumed name may
sue or be sued in its . . . assumed or common name for the purpose of enforcing for or against it a
substantive right, but on a motion by any party or on the court’s own motion the true name may be
substituted.” Id. at 828; see TEX . R. CIV . P. 28. We disagreed and held that rule 28 did not conflict
with section 10.01 because it was not a tolling provision that operated to extend the limitations
period. Chilkewitz, 22 S.W.3d at 830.
In reaching our decision we recognized that several cases had interpreted section 10.01 and
held that the “notwithstanding any other law” language prevented the tolling of the statute of
limitations in medical malpractice cases. Id. at 829-30. But as Molinet points out, we also held that
rule 28 was not a tolling provision that extended limitations. Id. at 830. We stated:
But in all the foregoing cases, the issue was either when limitations began to
run or whether limitations could be tolled or interrupted. Rule 28 concerns none of
those issues. That procedural rule simply provides that if an entity conducts business
under an assumed or common name, it may be sued in that name. Limitations is not
tolled.
Id.
Although his argument is not entirely clear, Molinet asserts that, like rule 28, section
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Act of May 30, 1977, 65th Leg., R.S., ch. 817, § 10.01, 1977 Tex. Gen. Laws 2052, 2058, repealed by Act
of June 2, 2003, 78th Leg., R.S., ch. 204, § 10.09, 2003 Tex. Gen. Laws 884.
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33.004(e) is not a tolling provision; instead, it allows a plaintiff to join a party who has already been
properly implicated in the pending lawsuit. Thus, Molinet essentially argues that the statute of
limitations is only applicable when an action is “commenced” in the traditional sense, and that
Chilkewitz held that when a party is subsequently joined in a pending proceeding the statute of
limitations does not apply. We disagree.
Rule 28 is predicated on the notion that a case has already commenced against the proper
party, but the party’s legal name is incorrect. See TEX . R. CIV . P. 28 (allowing that “the true name
may be substituted”); see also Sixth RMA Partners, L.P. v. Sibley, 111 S.W.3d 46, 53 (Tex. 2003)
(“Rule 28 requires that the correct legal name be substituted . . . .”). Thus, in Chilkewitz the doctor’s
professional association was effectively already a party to the suit even though Chilkewitz only
named the doctor as an individual. See Chilkewitz, 22 S.W.3d at 829 (“[A]lthough Chilkewitz
described Hyson as an individual in his original petition, his suit against Morton Hyson, M.D. was
effective to commence suit against the Association doing business under the name of Morton Hyson,
M.D.”).
In contrast, the effect of chapter 33 is not to statutorily determine when a suit is commenced
against parties designated as responsible third parties. The filing and granting of a motion for leave
to designate a person as a responsible third party does not artificially establish the “commencement”
of the case against a party as of some date before the party was in fact joined. See TEX . CIV . PRAC.
& REM . CODE § 33.004(i).
In short, the plaintiff in Chilkewitz was allowed to amend his pleadings to reflect the
defendant’s proper legal name, but that defendant was a party to the lawsuit before limitations
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expired. Here, we are dealing with whether section 33.004(e) allows the plaintiff to commence an
action outside the two year limitations period against two entirely new defendants.
We disagree with Molinet’s argument that the statutes are not in conflict as to the issue
presented. The limitations provision of section 74.251(a) would bar Molinet’s action against Drs.
Horan and Kimbrell, while section 33.004(e) would prevent that limitations provision from barring
it.
C. Construing the Statutes
We recently considered a similar situation in Texas Lottery Commission v. First State Bank
of DeQueen, 325 S.W.3d 628 (Tex. 2010). In that case, both the Uniform Commercial Code and the
Texas Lottery Act addressed assignability of future lottery payments, which the UCC designated as
“accounts.” Id. at 631. We held that because the UCC contained a conflict-of-law provision
specifying that a conflicting statute is “ineffective to the extent that the . . . statute . . . prohibits [or]
restricts” the assignment of an account, the Legislature intended for the UCC to control the
assignments in question. Id. at 638.
Similarly, chapter 74’s language reflects legislative intent for section 74.251(a) to be the
controlling statute as to claims such as Molinet’s against Drs. Horan and Kimbrell. First, section
74.251(a) explicitly states that “notwithstanding any other law” a health care liability claim must be
commenced within two years after “the occurrence of the breach or tort or from the date the medical
or health care treatment that is the subject of the claim or the hospitalization for which the claim is
made is completed.” TEX . CIV . PRAC. & REM . CODE § 74.251(a). Second, section 74.002(a)
provides “in the event of a conflict between [chapter 74] and another law, including a rule of
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procedure or evidence or court rule, [chapter 74] controls to the extent of the conflict.” Id.
§ 74.002(a).
In Chilkewitz, we held that section 74.251(a)’s predecessor statute foreclosed operation of
any statute “that would otherwise extend limitations.” Chilkewitz, 22 S.W.3d at 829-30. As the
court of appeals correctly held, adopting Molinet’s position would extend the limitations period as
to his claims against Drs. Horan and Kimbrell. 288 S.W.3d 464, 468. Thus, by the specific
provisions stating that section 74.251(a) applies “notwithstanding any other law,” and that chapter
74 prevails over conflicting law, the Legislature has resolved the otherwise-conflicting provisions
of sections 74.251(a) and 33.004(e). See Tex. Lottery Comm’n, 325 S.W.3d at 639.
The dissent argues that our analysis in Lottery Commission is not applicable here because in
that case “strong policy considerations” dictated that the use of canons of construction was
inappropriate. ___ S.W.3d at ___. Despite making this argument, the dissent specifically notes that
in Lottery Commission we did not even discuss the policy provision that the dissent references. Id.
Policy considerations involving the UCC were not the basis of our holding in Lottery
Commission. In Lottery Commission, we discussed in depth the language of the UCC provision in
dispute and concluded that canons of construction were not necessary because the express provision
was unambiguous. See Tex. Lottery Comm’n, 325 S.W.3d at 637-39 (“We agree with FSB that
because the Legislature expressly and unambiguously set out the method for resolving conflicts
between the UCC and other statutes, it would be improper to go outside the language of the statute
and use canons of construction to resolve the question.”). We looked only to the plain language of
the UCC’s conflict-of-law provision, which expressly stated a conflicting statute may not prohibit
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or restrict the assignment of an account, and held that the Legislature intended for the UCC to control
the assignments in question. Id. at 639. Here, section 74.251(a) and section 74.002(a) contain
express, unambiguous conflicts-of-law provisions. Applying the same analysis as we did in Lottery
Commission, we conclude that section 74.251(a) should apply “notwithstanding any other law.”
We also disagree with the court of appeals’ statement that section 74.002(a) is not instructive
on the issue presented as to Molinet’s claims against Drs. Horan and Kimbrell because the provision
was neutralized by chapter 33’s own conflict-of-law provision. 288 S.W.3d at 467.
Section 33.017 states:
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to affect any rights of indemnity granted
by any statute, by contract, or common law. To the extent of any conflict between
this chapter and any right to indemnification granted by statute, contract, or common
law, those rights of indemnification shall prevail over the provisions of this chapter.
Section 33.017 is not applicable in this situation for two reasons. First, while it preserves indemnity
rights, it does not provide that chapter 33 generally controls over conflicting laws. Second, even if
section 33.017 were a general conflict-of-law provision, this case does not concern the rights of
indemnified parties.
Thus, both section 74.002(a) and section 74.251(a) evidence clear legislative intent that the
two year statute of limitations in section 74.251(a) applies to Molinet’s claims against Drs. Horan
and Kimbrell notwithstanding section 33.004(e).

D. Legislative History
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In support of their arguments that section 33.004(e) controls over section 74.251(a), Molinet
and the dissent urge us to consider and give overriding weight to statements made by a senator
during floor debates and published by unanimous consent in the Senate Journal. We decline to do
so. Statements made during the legislative process by individual legislators or even a unanimous
legislative chamber are not evidence of the collective intent of the majorities of both legislative
chambers that enacted a statute. See Gen. Chem. Corp. v. De La Lastra, 852 S.W.2d 916, 923 (Tex.
1993). Moreover, the Legislature expresses its intent by the words it enacts and declares to be the
law. See Alex Sheshunoff Mgmt. Servs., L.P. v. Johnson, 209 S.W.3d 644, 651 (Tex. 2006)
(“Ordinarily, the truest manifestation of what legislators intended is what lawmakers enacted, the
literal text they voted on.”). Construing clear and unambiguous statutes according to the language
actually enacted and published as law—instead of according to statements that did not pass through
the law-making processes, were not enacted, and are not published as law—ensures that ordinary
citizens are able to rely on the language of a statute to mean what it says. See Fitzgerald v. Advanced
Spine Fixation Sys., 996 S.W.2d 864, 866 (Tex. 1999). When a statute’s language is clear and
unambiguous “‘it is inappropriate to resort to the rules of construction or extrinsic aids to construe
the language.’” Tex. Lottery Comm’n, 325 S.W.3d at 637 (quoting City of Rockwall, 246 S.W.3d
at 626); Tex. Dep’t of Protective and Regulatory Servs. v. Mega Child Care, Inc., 145 S.W.3d 170,
177 (Tex. 2004); St. Luke’s Episcopal Hosp. v. Agbor, 952 S.W.2d 503, 505 (Tex. 1997).
It is the Legislature’s prerogative to enact statutes; it is the judiciary’s responsibility to
interpret those statutes according to the language the Legislature used, absent a context indicating
a different meaning or the result of the plain meaning of the language yielding absurd or nonsensical
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results. See TEX . GOV ’T CODE § 311.011(a) (words and phrases shall be read in context and
construed according to rules of grammar and common usage); Tex. Lottery Comm’n, 325 S.W.3d
at 637-38. And our interpretation of the language the Legislature used in section 74.251(a) is neither
contradicted by its context nor does it create an absurd or nonsensical result.
Molinet could have avoided the limitations difficulty in which he finds himself by taking
action such as seeking a scheduling order requiring responsible third parties to be designated in time
to allow their joinder as parties before limitations expired. If that failed, he could have added the
doctors as defendants within the limitations period, just as he timely named several other healthcare
providers as defendants. He did not do so, however, and it is not absurd or nonsensical for him to
bear the consequences of his decisions.
E. Is an Exception to Section 74.251(a) Appropriate?
Molinet argues that even if section 74.251(a) controls we should create an exception to the
two-year limitations period under the circumstances addressed by section 33.004(e). He bases his
argument on the proposition that we have previously recognized exceptions to the limitations period
in section 74.251(a), although he does not argue that any of the exceptions are applicable here. He
references Morrison v. Chan, where we held that there was no violation of the open courts provision
of the Texas Constitution by former section 10.01’s abolishing of the discovery rule in cases
governed by chapter 74. 699 S.W.2d 205, 207-08 (Tex. 1985). Molinet also refers to cases
involving fraudulent concealment and notes the Court has said that fraudulent concealment in health
care liability claims estops a health-care provider from relying on limitations to bar a plaintiff’s
claim. Shah v. Moss, 67 S.W.3d 836, 841 (Tex. 2001); see also Borderlon v. Peck, 661 S.W.2d 907,
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908-09 (Tex. 1983).
Thus, he notes, we have recognized exceptions to section 74.251’s two-year statute of
limitations in limited circumstances even though several of our decisions have characterized the twoyear statute of limitations as “absolute.” See Diaz v. Westphal, 941 S.W.2d 96, 99 (Tex. 1997) (“We
have repeatedly held that section 10.01 [74.251’s predecessor] establishes an absolute two-year
statute of limitation for health care liability claims . . . .”); Bala v. Maxwell, 909 S.W.2d 889, 892-93
(Tex. 1995) (holding that section 10.01 controls over the limitations provision of the wrongful death
statute); see also In re USAA, 307 S.W.3d 299, 310-11 (Tex. 2010) (suggesting that section
74.251(a) controls over the tolling provision in section 16.064 of the Civil Practice and Remedies
Code in health care liability claims).
Molinet argues that our cases applying former section 10.01 are not instructive to the
application of 74.251(a). But the language in section 74.251(a) is almost identical to the language
in section 10.01. Section 10.01 provided: “Notwithstanding any other law, no health care liability
claim may be commenced unless the action is filed within two years from the occurrence of the
breach or tort or from the date the medical or health care treatment that is the subject of the claim
or the hospitalization for which the claim is made is completed . . . .” We disagree with Molinet;
our interpretation of the language in section 10.01 is instructive regarding our application of section
74.251(a). And our cases construing both 74.251(a) and its predecessor have characterized the twoyear statute of limitations as absolute absent very narrow exceptions. But none of the recognized
exceptions apply in this case, and to create an exception here would require us to give effect to
section 33.04(e) and construe the plain provisions of sections 74.251(a) and 74.002(a) to mean
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something other than what they clearly say. We will not do so.
The dissent also argues that the Legislature’s enactment of section 74.251(b), creating a ten
year statute of repose, evidences intent to allow an exception for 33.004(e) to the two-year
limitations period in section 74.251(a). ___ S.W.3d at ___. We disagree.
Before the Legislature enacted the statute of repose in 2003,3 we had recognized fraudulent
concealment and open courts provision exceptions to the two-year statute of limitations. See Shah,
67 S.W.3d at 841; Morrison, 699 S.W.2d at 208; Neagle v. Nelson, 685 S.W.2d 11, 12 (Tex. 1985);
Borderlon, 661 S.W.2d at 908-09. Neither the language nor the context of section 74.251(b) implies
legislative intent for section 33.004(e) to be an exception to the express, clear language in sections
74.251(a) and 74.002(a). We recently noted in Walters v. Cleveland Regional Medical Center that
“a ten-year repose period has no purpose unless the two-year limitations period has exceptions.” 307
S.W.3d 292, 298 (Tex. 2010). But in Walters we were discussing the interaction of section
74.251(a), section 74.251(b), and provisions of the Texas Constitution. This case pits chapter 74
against chapter 33, not the Texas Constitution. And the Legislature has declared that when another
statutory provision conflicts with chapter 74, chapter 74 controls. The dissent concludes that section
74.251(b) reflects legislative intent to negate two clear conflict-of-law provisions in chapter 74; we
conclude that the Legislature meant what it clearly said in sections 74.251(a) and 74.002(a).
We are mindful of concerns expressed by the dissent and Molinet that not permitting a
plaintiff to join designated responsible third parties outside the limitations period may create an
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Act of June 2, 2003, 78th Leg., R.S., ch. 204, § 10.01, 2003 Tex. Gen. Laws 864, 864-82 (current version at
T EX . C IV . P RAC . & R EM . C O D E § 74.251(b)).
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imbalance in the proportionate responsibility framework. But to the extent it does so, that
balancing—or imbalancing—has been accomplished by the Legislature. The statute of limitations
in health care liability claims “reflect[s] a considered legislative judgment in favor of the prompt
resolution of such claims.” Yancy v. United Surgical Partners Int’l, 236 S.W.3d 778, 784 (Tex.
2007). Imbalances the statutes allegedly create are matters to be addressed by the Legislature.
IV. Conclusion
The court of appeals correctly concluded that section 74.251(a) bars Molinet’s suit against
Drs. Horan and Kimbrell. Accordingly, we affirm the court of appeals’ judgment.

________________________________________
Phil Johnson
Justice
OPINION DELIVERED: January 21, 2011
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